HOW TO GET IN ANYWHERE, ANYTIME-Video

$59.95
IN-VT-065

Are you truly safe behind locked doors? How quickly can your locks be defeated? How do you pick a lock, force a door or blow a safe? Nearly two full hours of step-by-step instruction details the use of computer-generated picks, rocker, magnetic lock picking, lockaid guns and electronic picks. Whether you're a locksmith, copy, detective, or just a concerned citizen, you cannot afford to miss this exceptional tape. A manufacturers list is included. 120 minutes, color.

Assorted videos, books, and lock-picking devices that are probably too low tech for your purposes.
LOOMPANICS UNLIMITED
ONLINE RETAIL CATALOG

About Loompanics  Products  What's New

MODERN HIGH-SECURITY LOCKS
How to Open Them
by Steven Hampton

Master locksmith Steven Hampton takes the art of picking locks one step further with Modern High-Security Locks. Here, he collects some of today’s most popular pick-resistant locks and sets out to see which ones live up to their claims. Generally speaking, the more complex a lock, the more secure it is. However complex the lock gets, though, it must be durable, dependable, and user-friendly. It has to be tough enough to endure physical attack, but it can’t be machined too tight or it will jam up with just a breath of dust. It must be simple and easy to lock and unlock with its key, or the customer will not pay the higher price for it. It is this delicate balance between security and utility that allows the locksmith to open this new generation of locks.

Hampton shows locksmiths how each lock is picked and how long it will take. He details the tools of the trade and includes patterns and instructions for making your own picks and tension wrenches. He even includes ancient Tibetan Buddhist tantric visualization exercises to help locksmiths learn to "see" the inner workings of the lock within the mind’s eye. Veteran locksmiths or those new to the trade will find Hampton’s latest book an invaluable sourcebook. For academic study only.

2002, 5½ x 8½, 148 pp., illustrated, soft cover.
Price: $20.00
(ORDER NUMBER 52067)

1  Add to Cart

Loompanics Unlimited is a division of Loompanics Enterprises, Inc.
Email This Item To A Friend

LockAid Pick Gun
PG-20
The Original LockAid Tool - Limited LifeTime Warranty

In Stock Normally Price Qty Order
Yes US$57.95 US$44.95 1 BUY

Detailed Description

For those of you who insist on the old 'LockAid Tool,' we offer it too!

This pick gun can be used to open most pin tumbler locks. It can work as fast as 2 seconds to a few minutes. Some beginners report that it takes time to learn how to use this tool, but as the more they practice the faster they are able to open the lock.

Related Products

- Pick Gun US$9.95 VIEW
- Holster

- Replacement US$5.95 VIEW
- Needles
This tubular pick is the best pick to use to pick tubular locks of all kinds

In Stock: Yes
Price: US$315.00
Qty: 1
Order: Buy

Detailed Description:

The pick has got to be the best tubular Pick on the market! It is very sturdy and very effective! Every industry trade journal has written has written about this pick with raving reviews! It has got to be the simplest tubular pick out there. The instructions and video tape make it that much easier. Give it a try and I'm sure you will be very satisfied!

The PRO-1 is effective on:

- 7-Pin Center (0.380, Standard Size)
- 7-Pin Right Offset (0.380, Standard Size)
- 7-Pin Left Offset (0.380, Standard Size)
- 7-Pin Small Bore (0.360)
- 8-Pin (0.380)
- 7-Pin (0.380) (Recessed for American Model 1100)
Padlocks
7-Pin (0.340) (for some gaming machines and other small bore format)

Related Products

Basic Locksmithing US$19.95 VIEW

Tubular Lock Drill US$49.95 VIEW

Copyright © 1997-2002 LockPicks.com
This lock scope has to be the right there with the best tools in locksmithing. I am still amazed at how well it works. Comes complete with foam insulated case and batteries.
Brockhage Lock Scope

In Stock: Yes
Price: US$37.95
Qty: 1
Order

Detailed Description:

This scope throws a strong beam of light, great for reading wafers and safe work. Made of impact-resistant plastic. Comes with 3 tips, carrying case, batteries, and bulb.
Books & Training Material > Videos

- **Expert Lock Picking**
  - Price: US$59.95
- **Instructional Video for AM100T, AM700T, SICT, MKTX**
  - Price: US$19.95
- **Superpicking Video**
  - Price: US$59.95
- **Expert Lock Picking (PAL for European Market)**
  - Price: US$64.95

---

Copyright © 1997-2002 LockPicks.com
Books & Training Material > Books

- **Secrets of Lockpicking**
  - Normally US$24.95
  - Price US$19.95
  - Click to enlarge/buy

- **Visual Guide to Lockpicking**
  - Price US$19.95
  - Click to enlarge/buy

- **Basic Locksmithing**
  - Price US$19.95
  - Click to enlarge/buy

- **Modern High Security Locks**
  - Price US$19.95
  - Click to enlarge/buy

- **Complete Guide to Lockpicking**
  - Price US$14.95
  - Click to enlarge/buy

- **Advanced Lockpicking Secrets**
  - Price US$14.95
  - Click to enlarge/buy

- **Something New About Lockpicking**
  - Price US$12.95
  - Click to enlarge/buy

- **A Repossessors War**
  - Price US$19.95
  - Click to enlarge/buy
LockPicks.com

Techniques in Safecracking
Price US$12.95

Pick Guns
Price US$17.95

Guide to Automotive Locks
Price US$29.95

Opening Combination Padlocks
Price US$14.95

Keys to Understanding Tubular Lock
Price US$9.95

Basic Tubular Picking
Price US$14.95

Advanced Impressioning Starter Kit
Picking Price US$34.95

Copyright © 1997-2002 LockPicks.com
Electric picks are great tools, and this one is very effective and of high quality in both design and durability. It is well worth the extra cash.

This pick features an easy adjust knob and a rechargeable feature. Like a rechargeable electric screw driver the pick has a mounting base that is used to recharge the battery.
Tumbler Picks
Item #: PHX-MP137/A8, w/ Instructions

With more and more higher security tubular locks being used now, an innovative new bypass approach is necessary. The Mini-Pick® is the answer. It is the most advanced design tubular lock pick on the market today. It is precision-made to exacting tolerances and of the finest materials.

But, best of all, it works! It is an easy-to-use pick that can open a tubular lock in less than a minute after just a little practice. The chrome Mini-Pick® is only 13/4" in length, so it will not allow you to accidentally over-torque.

The Mini-Pick® model MP-137 is for 7 pin 137 Ace tubular locks. The Mini-Pick® model MP-A8 is for 8 pin Ace, 7 pin offset left, and 7 pin offset right tubular locks. Instructions included.

Restricted Sale Item:

The sale of lockpicking items to the public is regulated by 39 USC §3002a(a), and as such, these items require us to obtain a certification form from you before we may ship your order. For more information, please click here.

- Model #MP-137, $104.95
- Model #MP-A8, $104.95

Purchases do not increase stock.
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